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Smooth scrolling on your Pixel phone with Pixel Launcher for Android.A new phone needs some new add-ons inside and out. This is a good reason to differ because the Pixel phone is a game changer and is different from the rest of the market. start with the pixel launcher. This is Google's own launcher
for your phone for this perfect home screen experience. The app only has personalized Goggle cards by pushing to the right. You can also quickly access Google Search, jump to shortcuts, app templates, and more. The launcher is fast and smooth, but needs to have more flexible options. Set up your
home screen on your Pixel phone with Pixel Launcher for Android. Discover Tom's guide to more Android information and Android Games.See also android forums. Download More Images Consider the flow of your tasks with Things 3 for iPhone.Your mind is filled with different thoughts and things. Get
out the outlook on the things you want to do and plan them well and organize with Things 3 for iPhone. Examining the original version, this task manager brings both flexibility and strength into a well-balanced app for you. This app is designed to drop todo lists, repeating lists, categorize them, add
context, tag them day by day, and more. The app doesn't get close to you because it's not clogged, without relentless control or no qualms. And it can be integrated with a variety of Apple apps like Apple Watch, Calendar, Siri, Handoff, Action Extension, Reminders and more. You can get this app for
$9.99.Take a stream of your tasks with Things 3 for iPhone. Discover Tom's Guide to More iPhone Information and iPhone Games.See also forums for iPhone. IPhone download can download and save email attachments such as music, videos, and documents. Although you can view most attachments
within your email, downloading directly to your iPhone is useful if you want to review them later. As long as the attachment is in iPhone-compatible format, downloading, saving, and opening attached files is quick and easy. Open the Mail app on your iPhone by tapping the Mail icon on your home screen.
Tap the email that contains the upload attachment. Emails with attachments have a paper clip icon that indicates that the file was included in the e-mail message. Tap the attached file, and then wait for it to download and open with Quick Find, the iPhone file view utility. To open a file with a specific app,
tap and hold the attachment, and then select the app you want to use. If the attachment is a photo or video, tap and hold the attachment, and then select Save picture or video from the drop-down menu. The file is stored in the camera. Tap Photos from the home screen to open the camera and view File.
iPhone 3GS and 3G owners, plus iPod Touch-users, time to turn on the computer and download download It's right here. The curtain has been pulled back on the iPhone 4, and the list of new features is massive: There is... Read more We're getting reports that iOS4 is live, but it's currently being
broadcast by users right now. If it's not yet live for you, go to this update button until it's gone. If you can't get it, you can slow things down for people who can. Child, child.) You will need to download iTunes 9.2 (and you should run a manual backup if you haven't already). It's the only way to get brand new
features in Apple's latest OS, which they announced a few months ago, including multitasking, fast-switching apps, local notifications and iBooks. For a list of the best new features mosey on here, otherwise check out the official line from Apple below. [Apple] Update: And here are direct links to the tuaw's
politeness &gt; This way you don't have to wait for iTunes to tell you that you're ready to update. That's what you're saying. G/O Media can get commissionsKandles and Candles Seti, $25 or LessiPod Touch 2GiPod Touch 3GiPhone 3GiPhone 3GSand iPhone 4Ha installing these, hit the update
connection while holding down the option button so you can select the fiel that you downloaded from the hard drive. Source: Apple.com App Analytics Company's new app analytics report Annie has been crowned the top iOS app of all time. More than anything else, the rankings reveal that even as
iPhones change and operating systems evolve, our habits, when it comes to our favorite apps, haven't changed much in the last few years. In fact, if you try to guess the most popular iOS apps just by viewing your own phone, you might not be too far away. As reported by Sarah Perez of TechCrunch,
Google, Apple and Facebook dominate the list of the top 10 most downloaded apps. Facebook's main app comes first, and the company also appears on the list with Facebook Messenger in second place, Instagram in fourth and WhatsApp in sixth. Google's YouTube takes third place and Google Maps is
in eighth place. Apple's Find My iPhone comes in seventh place, while iTunes U is in tenth place. Rounding out the top 10 is Microsoft's Skype in fifth place and Twitter in ninth. Source: Blog.appannie.com For all 10 applications, us-run users lead in downloads. These apps have shown the remarkable
power of living, and Perez reports that although most apps are more than four years old, they all continue to have millions of downloads a month. This means that these are apps that most users install when they get their first iPhone or iPad, and they are installed when they upgrade to a new device from
an older model. The options are pretty good that you have one or more of these apps installed on an iPhone or iPad. The list of the top 10 most profitable apps looks quite different from the list of most popular apps, the winners on this list are also quite a logical bunch, although it may not be so easy to
guess. As you can imagine, dating and entertainment apps dominate. Pandora leads, follow messaging app LINE, dating app Zoosk, Apple's Pages, streaming service Spotify, dating app Badoo, Skype, MLB.com At Bat, dating app Grindr and LINE PLAY. Interestingly, App Annie says pandora's best
ranking was driven by U.S. users, who essentially contributed all of its revenue. In addition, Skype was the only application that appeared on both the most downloaded and the most profitable lists. At $9.99, Apple's Pages is the only app on the list that generates all of its revenue from paid downloads. All
other applications work on the freemium model. The sites became free for all new iOS devices in October 2013, but her historic income won her place on Annie's app list. Perez notes that many of the top apps by download and by revenue are also the top apps after monthly active use – except when it
comes to China. In China, where users prefer local apps, none of the 19 apps in Annie's app download and revenue scales are among the top 50 by monthly active users. When it comes to the most downloaded iOS games, Candy Crush, unpretent, hard top site, follows popular household names Fruit
Ninja and Angry Birds. Perez notes that seven of the top 10 games are based on a swipe mechanism, nine out of 10 are casual games, all 10 over two years. Clash of Clans and Candy Crush are the only two that have appeared on the most downloaded and top revenue lists, where Clash of Clans comes
in first place and Candy Crush in second place. While huge companies like Google and Facebook dominate when it comes to the most downloaded apps for iOs, Sarah E. Needlman reports for The Wall Street Journal that behind some of the most popular games for the iPhone stands for some
surprisingly small businesses. While some video games are heavy weights, as Electronic Arts has landed a place on the list, Candy Crush from King Digital is number one in downloads and number two in revenue generated. Supercell's Clash of Clans appears on every list, as does the Finnish company's
Hay Day and Boom Beach. The common habit of games on both lists is that they are free to download and play. More from the Gear & Style Cheat Sheet: Apple has released iOS 14.0.1 for iPhone. This minor update corrects some of the errors that are found in iOS 14, including one that would reset the
selected default web browser and email apps back to Safari and Mail when you restart your device. September 16, 2020: Apple releases iOS 14Apple's iOS 14 for iPhone. The next generation of Apple's iPhone software platform, iOS 14 is full of exciting updates and new features. There are new gadgets
that you can place home screen. You can better organize your apps in the App Library. There are features such as CarPlay Enhancements, and, if you didn't download the iOS 13.6 update earlier this year, support for digital car keys. September 1, 2020: Apple releases iOS 13.7Apple is released for iOS
13.7 for iPhone. This update adds the option to delay in COVID-19 exposure notifications, even if you don't have an application installed, depending on the region. The feature currently works in Washington D.C., Virginia, Nevada and Maryland.August 12, 2020: Apple releases iOS 13.6.1Apple has
released iOS 13.6.1 for iPhone. This seems to be a fairly minor update to the iPhone experience, with error fixes and performance improvements. July 15, 2020: Apple releases iOS 13.6.Apple has released iOS 13.6 for iPhone. This version of iOS adds support for Apple News+ Audio, which, if you're a
subscriber, can listen to your choice of professionally narated stories on Apple News+. Apple is also launching its new digital key car feature, announced at WWDC. June 1, 2020: Apple releases iOS 13.5.1Apple has released iOS 13.5.1 for iPhone. This version of iOS delivers a number of important
security updates after the iOS 13.5 release, which introduced Apple and Google's Exposure Notification API, among others. May 20, 2020: Apple releases iOS 13.5Apple is released iOS 13.5 for iPhone. With this update, Apple has released an Exposure Notification API, which it has developed with
Google, as well as updates that provide a better face ID experience if you're wearing a mask, and the ability to automatically share your essential medical information with medical personal information when you call an emergency. April 7, 2020: Apple releases iOS 13.4.1Apple has released iOS 13.4.1 for
iPhone. This update is available with a set of bug fixes for FaceTime, Bluetooth, and more. March 24, 2020: Apple releases iOS 13.4Apple is released iOS 13.4 for iPhone. This update includes new Memos stickers, iCloud Drive folder sharing, new controls in the Mail app, third-party navigation apps
support in CarPlay control panel, and more. January 28, 2020: Apple releases iOS 13.3.1Apple has released iOS 13.3.1 for iPhone. While it's mostly focused on a number of bug fixes, if you have an iPhone 11 series device, this update gives you more control over the data collected by the U1
Ultrawideband chip with the new setting. December 10, 2019: Apple releases iOS 13.3 for iPhoneApple has released iOS 13.3 for iPhone. This update introduces additional parental control at screen time and allows parents to set additional limits on who their children can call, FaceTime, or message. The
new layouts are in Apple News+ stories from top newspapers. You can now use THE NFC, Bluetooth, and Lightning security keys that are FIDO2 compliant with your iOS device. There are also a number of error fixes present in this release. November 18, 2019: Apple releases iOS 13.2.3 for iPhoneApple
is released by iOS for iPhone. This update resolves a system search issue in Mail, Files, and Notes. It also addresses an issue where photos, links, and other attachments may not appear in message detail view, and the problem sa is solved in which applications should not order downloadaju sadr aj u
backgroundu, but the update resolves the problem of e-mails not to get a new e-e-e-e-e- e-e, but does not include and quoting the source e-mail u Exchange accountsNovember 7 , 2019: Apple releases iOS 13.2.2 for iPhoneApple has published iOS 13.2.2 for iPhone. This update corrects an error that
has seen apps closing in the background too quickly. October 28, 2019: Apple releases iOS 13.2 for iPhoneApple has released iOS 13.2 for iPhone. This update introduces Apple's new Machine-powered Deep Fusion technique into the Camera app, adding the ability for Siri to list and read incoming SMS
and iMessages, new privacy settings for Siri and more. October 15, 2019: Apple releases iOS 13.1.3 for iPhoneApple has released iOS 13.1.3 for iPhone. This update resolves many errors. September 30, 2019: Apple releases iOS 13.1.2 iPhoneApple has released iOS 13.1.2 for iPhone. This update
resolves several errors, including some found in the iCloud Backup process, opening the camera and trying to use shortcuts with HomePod.September 27, 2019: Apple edition of iOS 13.1.1 iPhoneApple has released iOS 13.1.1 for iPhone. This minor update has a number of bug fixes and tracks on the
heels of iOS 13.1, which launched earlier this week. September 26, 2019: Apple releases iOS 12.4.2 for older iPhones and iPads that can't update to iOS 13Apple has released iOS 12.4.2 for iPhones and iPads that can't be updated to iOS 13. This update is available for iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6
Plus and iPad Air, iPad mini 2 and iPad mini 3. Although this is for iOS 12, the update instructions remain the same as iOS 13, so you can keep track of them below. September 24, 2019: Apple releases iOS 13.1 for iPhoneApple's iOS 13.1 for iPhone. This update follows closely on the heels of iOS 13
and adds features such as the ability to automate actions in the Shortcuts app, send estimated arrival times using maps, bug fixes, and ampmles. September 19, 2019: Apple releases iOS 13 for iPhoneApple's iOS 13 for iPhone. This is a great update, bringing new features such as Dark Mode, important
updates to the Photos app, support for security features such as Login with Apple, the new Look Around feature in maps and redisign for CarPlay.26. August 2019: Apple releases iOS 12.4.1 for iPhoneApple has released iOS 12.4.1 for iPhone. This update includes significant security and stability
updates, as well as a patch for recent exploitation by some groups applying to jail iOS 12.4 july 22, Apple is issuing iOS 12.4 for iPhone and iPad, iOS 10.3.4 and 9.3.6 for older Apple devices has released iOS 12.4 for iPhone and iPad, introducing a number of patches for News+ and a new wireless data
migration tool. At the same time, Apple has also released iOS 10.3.4 and iOS 9.3.6 for older iPhones and iPads that can't download current software updates. These fixes for older devices fix the GPS bug, as well as making a number of security fixes. June 10, 2019: Apple releases iOS 12.3.2 for iPhone
8 Plus with fixApple portrait mode has released iOS 12.3.2 for iPhone 8 Plus (and only iPhone 8 Plus), which corrects an error that was found in Portrait mode on this device. iOS 12.3.1 remains the current version of iOS for all other compatible devices. May 24, 2019: Apple issues iOS 12.3.1 with fixes



for VoLTE, Apple's bug messages released iOS 12.3.1, which eliminates a bug that could prevent users from making or receiving VoLTE calls from their iPhone. The messages also correct two errors, one that could prevent the unknown senders filter from working properly, and one that could prevent the
Report Junk link from appearing in messages from unknown senders. May 13, 2019: Apple releases iOS 12.3, bringing a new tv app experience to the iPhone and iPadApple has released iOS 12.3, introducing a new TV app to the iPhone and iPad. The app includes an updated plan, channels that you
can subscribe to independently of a cable subscription and you don't need an app for, and improvements to search for your favorite shows and movies. 25, 2014 in New York March, 2019: Apple releases iOS 12.2, new News app in Canada, Apple News+, new Animoji, i moreApple is announcing iOS
12.2, in which the new Apple News+ subscription service is launched, introductions to the News app in Canada, introductions to the new emoji, AirPlay support for other people's TVs, this support for second-generation airPods for which Apple announced last year. February 7, 2019: Apple releases iOS
12.1.4 with FaceTime error fixApple has released iOS 12.1.4, which eliminates a major vulnerability in FaceTime that allowed users to eavesdrop on other iPhone owners using Group FaceTime. Apple had previously taken Group FaceTime offline while working on the patch. January 22, 2019: Apple
releases iOS 12.1.3Apple is released by iOS 12.1.3, This eliminates a number of small problems, including the problem u messages, but this could be insightful on scrolling photos u display Details threads for messages, problem u 2018 iPad Pro, these about the sins of carPlay on iPhone XS, iPhone XS
Max iPhone XR. December 20, 2018: Apple releases updated built of iOS 12.1.2Apple has released an updated version of iOS 12.1.2 for those iOS users who have not yet downloaded the previous build, released earlier this week. If you've already downloaded iOS 12.1.2, you don't need to download this
new version and the update won't appear in settings 17, 2018: Apple releases iOS 12.1.2 with eSIM bug fixApple has released iOS 12.1.2, which eliminates the bug by activating eSIM in iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max and iPhone XR. This update also resolves an error that could affect mobile connectivity on
these iPhones.December 5, 2018: Apple releases iOS 12.1.1 with the new FaceTime interface and moreiOS 12.1.1 arrived with the new FaceTime user interface and FaceTime Live Photo capture. The update also brings support for Haptic Touch for notification on the iPhone XR. October 30, 2018: Apple
releases iOS 12.1 with group FaceTime calls and moreiOS 12.1 has arrived, along with support for group FaceTime calls, new emoji dual-SIM, and more. October 8, 2018: Apple releases iOS 12.0.1 with connectivity and charging fixes While iOS 12.0.1 is a general minor update, it doesn't fix some
interesting issues that are cropping up in the iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max, especially problems with Wi-Fi connectivity and charging. September 17, 2018: Apple releases iOS 12iOS 12 is a big update, with big gains in performance, Siri Shortcuts, Screen Time and much more. More.
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